Interview with His Holiness the Dalai ac
Wisdom's Goldenrod, March, 25, 1991 slightly edited)
[translator's remarks in brackets)
HHDL Hello.
Students: Hello... Tashi delek...
HHDL: This is very good hot water. (Laughs.)
Student: There's more here if you want it
HHDL: Thank you.
Sid: Well, I didn't prepare a welcoming, but I think
everyone knows who the guest is, so-- (HHDL starts
chuckling. Microphone gets turned on.) Our guest has been
the most important person in my life and many people's lives
here, in establishing a sense of goodness and altruism and
values that are important to all of as. And we've also,
through His Holiness, learned of the struggles of his
people, and the difficulties that they've been through. And
I just want to express to His Holiness that we all do what
we can, to help in any way that we can. So, I'm just going
to turn it over to His Holiness. I think the people had
requested a few minutes of silent meditation.
HHDL: Very good.
Sid: but I'll let you lead that ....Thank you.
HHDL: Brother-sisters, I am extremely happy to be here once
more. This place is always in my mind because of Anthony. I
consider him one of the closest spiritual brothers. And here
you, as a followers or friends of the late Anthony. So I
very happy.
And I very much appreciate, as you mentioned--we
Tibetans are passing through most difficult period. and I am
just one simple Buddhist monk, who has no modern education
or experience about international relations, these things.
However, circumstances put heavy responsibility on my
shoulders, since the Chinese occupation, now almost forty
years, and particularly since '59 ----? A lot of destruction
in our own countrg i and a lot of human misery or human
suffering. During those years this simple Buddhist monk has
tried his best at least to give the Tibetan people some kind
of-- (Tibetan) [some kind of consolation and inspiration.
In spite of many negative events, the Tibetan people
maintain their national spirit very highly. So as a result,
the Tibetan issue is very sensitive to the Chinese
government. Although p,ysically they control Tibet, mentally
they completely fail to control it. Therefore it still
remains very, very sensit:ve.

I do not consider the Tibetan struggle is just a mere
p litical struggle for freedom. I consider the Tibetan
national struggle is very much to do with spiritual. If the
Tibe.an national struggle is another mere political struggle
then I, as a Buddhist monk may not join, may not carry with
the movement. But because I believe, this is something
spiritual work, for long run, the Tibetan freedom--ire other
words, the Tibetan spiritual freedom definitely can be
useful or can be helpful to the Chinese people also. So the
freedom of Tibet is not only a benefit for Tibetans, but 1
feel it is a benefit for at least those neighboring states,
people in the neighboring states.
So, here, our friends, our brother-sisters, in whatever
way you want to do sometning to help our cause I very much
appreciate it. Thank you.
Ihen as spiritual brother-sisters- Laughs.; It seems
soøte struggle between microphone and my mouth.
You know, my basic belief, I think you already know. So
there are not many new things to say, and also I ttiinj< not
much use to repeat all those my old theme, old idea.
One thing I would like to mention, in order to prove
that my belief is something right, at least not a big
mistake. (laughter) That is, there is in events on this
small planet, including Chinese, young Chinese
brother-sisters. The point is, I always believe the basic
human nature is gentleness, and tr,erefore the proper way to
struggle for one's own right is through non-violence.
A few years ago some people might feel that is little
bit idealistic, but the last few years' events, say from
Philippines, to certain countries in Latin America, and
particularly in Eastern European countries, and also in June
1989 in China proper. It seems the popular movement based on
FIRM belief in non-violence has become a political force.
Isn't it?
So I think it is in these very, very positive, a
positive change. And then also, I always speak a kind of
peace. That peace is not through violence, not throuqi-i force
or weapons, but by mutual trust based on a sense of
brother-sisterhood.
Now I think that also during the last tew years
now
for example, in the European continent -- although for the
last now more than forty years some kind of relative peace
existed there, but that peace was actually based out of
fear. So that peace is JUSt mere absence of war, actually
not genuine peace. Now today, there is the same appearance,
but in reality: now I think there is genuine peace. Because
this peace is not mere absence of war, but this is something
much more meaningful. So this peace comes on the basis of
mutual trust.
Especially in spite of many complications, President
Bush and Gorbachev, I think they personally have developed a
certain kind of trust. So the human mutual trust, on the
basis of the realization of the oneness of humanity, and
also on the clear realization that the only alternative, or

the only proper way is coexistery [cooperation],
irrespective of their ideological system. Our small planet;
we have to ) ive together. You see, there is no other
alternative. So, under such circumstances it is much better
to live harmoniously, happily, with respect, with love.
So it seems my idea, my feeling, has some reasons, some
basis.
Now I think as our spiritual brother-sisters, and I
think more than that, a sense we have known each other quite
some time. Another thought I would like to share with you.
That is, although for sometime, this idea is constantly
upper (often?) in my mind, and then, the recent Gulf War
reminds? [reinforced] reinforcea that idea. That is my
idea--noq not necessarily my idea, but something--the idea
of de-militarization.
Like in Costa Rica. Recently I visited Costa Rica and
there I found that that nation, that small nation, for more
than forty--I think since 1945 or something--that nation
adopted their national policy that they have no more
military forces. Tr,ew adopted such a zone of peace,
something like (Tibetan) the idea ot demilitarization. 5
that's how they worked. They survived with that policy. I
felt that is really great. In a certain manner, United
States--of course they're a superpower, of course you have
everything--but in a certain manner I think that small
country is more powerful. I believe. That's what I believe.
Anyway, on this small planet, such practice--I mean, there
already is one nation who already implemented that idea.
Then, I myself, have one proposal about the future
Tibet. I. put this idea, the future Tibet should be a zone of
Peace, a zone of non-violence, and actually a de-militarized
one.
So because everybody wants peace, peace means, as I
mentioned earlier, not just mere.ahsenc.e of war. Peace is
more than that. So on the other hand, human beings, humanity
-- anger, hatred, or some other negative thoughts are also
part of the human mind. In spite (of the fact that) the
basic nature is gentleness, there are such rough or
unwholesome thoughts also there. Therefore in the past, as
well as the present. in the future also, somewhere there are
mischievous human beings always there. And also I think they
look the war as part of rurnan history. Fighting, killing is
I think part of human history. However within this century
the number of suffering, tre number of killing of human
beings, (has reached the) greatest number, millions and
millions of people suffer. Not because humanity become more
aggressive but because the ability of destruction is much
increased. Isn't it' (Ella May: Yes.)
So now the time is come to think seriously, althouyt, it
is difficult to abandon or get rid of the negative thoughts
From human mind. But those weapons- which something disposal
to humanity, I think there is possibility to think about it
and to reduce that. So the idea of disarmament, the idea of
de-militarization, I think is now very, very appropriate or

something very irarortant for the future of the world. So now
I see today the East/west tension is reduced. Sometime the
situation is such that one party, or one side, wants
unlaterally to do something in that direction, but the
otner side still (doesn't) --dangerous situation. So
therefore something different now. Today I think the
possibility-- (Tibetan) [the possibility really exists].
Like the Saddain Hussein, the aggression, invasion is
very bad. But that rorceful, powerful military [weapons]
organization, that equipment was not developed in their own
country but produced in other countries. Isn't it' And I
think the worst thing is some people in war (involved?) the
business, in armament. I think that is really irresponsible.
One time I met a Frerch lady who often visited Beirut. She
told me once that in the same city while innocent people
(were being) killed daily, in the same city, in one corner,
some people were making profit from selling weapons and
ammunition. That is really terrible, really sad, isn't it?
So now is someone, some country producing more weapon purely
for profit, making profit, and it is really senseless. The
profit which you gain from that kind of practice, I think
hinkthe other fields also there is cossibilities to earn profit.
Also those very brilliant CiptjSt use their intelligence
their remarkable intelligence, on a destructive field.
ihat's very sad.
I think, there is a profession can turn to other use,
,i,ore productive field. I t- riink there is a lot of innocent
(useful?) work, such as, those big(Tibetan) research
(centers). I think these are the potential for future
generations. To put r.orE money, to put more into scientific
research work and make gran (fl. Also the energy, the
crisis of energy, arid healthy or unpolluted way, energy
witriout much danger of pollution or these things. So I think
there is
lot of work to oe aone for sometiirg
constructive So that all human resources as well as the
rnoney resources, shifted to some other more productive orconstruct i ye.
So please keep in your mind these things, and whenever
the opportunity arises I see it's our common responsibilitu.
Isn't it?
Then -- as spiritual brother--sisters, be a warm-hearted
person, and remain calm ever when you're passing through a
difficult tragedy or difficult situation it is very, very
jiportant to keep our mind in calm. Although not easy, it is
possible. So therefore, it entirely depends on one's own
effort and will.
So, any cuestjsn'
Alan: 1our Holiness, we have prepareo a number of questions
in advance, perhaps too many to have in this meeting and
also perhaps some questions from the audience. And the first
question we wanted to ask was if you have any general advice
or guidance for us, in particular with respect to Wisdoms
Gol derirod?
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HHDL (whispers with translator) Nothing special.
(laLghteT)

HHDL: I appreciate your effort. Sometimes I have noticed
there is a certain organization or a certain institution,
and while the main person is alive, tre activities are going
on, or the activities are very alive. When the main person
disappears then the activities decline. But at least I
found, last some time, I feel you still carry that work, and
kept the idea, very noble idea, alive. That's very good. So
I very much appreciate. (pause)
Perhaps I think eventually this center can contribute to
the closer relation or dialogue between east and west.
Generally the west means science and technology, mainly
science. So that (it is) generally concerned about external
matters. Then eastern philosophy is mainly concerned aoout
mental science, the science of mind. So the place where
science ano mind meet, tha's the place east west meet. Sc,
obviously, as a human being, the external matter alone is
not the final answer or the satisfactory answer, for
humanity. Theres no point to neglect internal spiritual
development. Usually I believe, whether believer or
non-believer, I. think the basic kind of human spirit----that
means good hear-t--even remain no belef, no faith, it
doesn't matter whether they accept religion. Religion is
orivate business. So wrether they accept religion or not sc'
long as we are riuntan beings we need human affection.
So therefore, when I say spiritual, it
not
r,ecesEarily some reliy]3us constraint, religious belief.
That K-illd Lf hasc human good quality, that I usually call
spiritua.. That kind of spr,tual and material development
these should go sie by side. Prpjy that's the onu wau.
So, I tr
in, a a field of, academy field---- •Tibetan).
[His Hoiness hopes that perhaps the center could contribute
towarcs humanity
serving the focus or foundation for
Promoting mc-e comparative research at the academic level
into sort of e<plorinq various avenues of finding out the
point of conver jence uetween modern science and rejiqion or
spirituality. ]
Co, next question. (laughter)
Alan: You may know that many of us rave gone to India to see
His Holiness Sri Shankaracharya and we also have heard that
in December you have met h -im. So, we would he very
interested if there is anything you would like to share with
;AS about your meeting with him.
HHDL: In Madras that Shankaracharya, yes, I met. (5:
<anchipuram. ) Yes, Ianchipurarn, that's right. My meeting was
,ery memorable and very good. Of course the elder
3hanikaracharya is too old; it is physically now very
difficult to communicate, to speak. Te second one and I had
some veru good conversations and 1 found the openness,
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beside highly spiritually developed person, very
open-minded. So, while we discussed or exchanged experiences
or views, in almost every point which I discussed there was
agreement.
One thing, I was very much impressed with, that was
their daily life, simplicity and self -discipline. I was told
their daily food ration, very, it looks very poor quality,
as to reduce the negative human temptations, and also as
self--discipline. All really wonderful. I think in that
respect Buddhist monk more liberal. (laughter) We have more
freedom in these things, more discontentment, Tibetan [more
lacking contentment. I (HHDL laughs.) So, wonderful meeting.
And actually he, I mean, we agreed in future in appropriate
time at a certain satyagraha (?,, some kind of peace
movement. We joined satyagraha. very good. Wonderful. YesNext?
Alan: If there are any questions anyone in the tent has and
you wanted to call on then, or there are also more prepared
questions, you could decide.
Translator: YOU can read from the prepared quostons.
HHDL: Tibetan.
Translator: Any questions from the audience?
HHDL: Tibetan. Yes, yes?
red: Your Holiness I wanted to ask you a questicr, about trte
pace particles?
HHDL: Oh, space particles. Yes yes.
Fred: A technical question. My question is like this can
the space particle be thought jf, at any time, in no
relationship to a mind--- and if so, from what does it
generate, and if not, to u'htt mind is it related?
HHDL: Tibetan [The space particles that His oline--is was
tal i ng about are the ones wr i ch are found nient joned An the
Buddhist literature known as the Kalachakra Tantra and in
that Tantric literature space particles are described as the
source. the origins of the physical universe. ]
Tibetan [But you have to understand the concept of space
particles within the Buddhist conte;<t of cosmology, where
the evolutions of the physical universes are described in
various stages: the stages of empty space, the stages of
formation, the stages of abiding, and then the stages of
destructon. And then there is this constant cycle of
physical universe coming into being and dissolving inro
empty space and there coming into being throucirw these four
stages. So one has to understand the concent of space
particles within that context of Buddhist cosmology, in this
never-ending cycle of evolet.ons and dissolution. And these,
during the interval between a dissolution of a particular
universal system and then before the formation of a new

physical universe: in between, there is the stage of empty
space, and the origins of the physical universe is said to
be these space particles which are found within that
intermediary period. 3
[So, now the question as to how these space particles
are related to mind comes only when the question of row, and
yiven that, in that original state, all the phtsical matters
are condensed into tr!ese space particles. Later they form
into different molecules giving rise to different physical
matters, like some forming inanimate objects like metals and
some becoming parts, molecules sort of forming a sort of a
living objects like human body. And why is it that at the
original state there is no difference, that later, at the
macroscopic level they evolve into different forms? it's on
this question that the role of conscious ss or mind comes
in, where the Buddhist explains that on the basis of
understanding of karma. 3
Hirt. ..Tibetan. [One thing which one can find in Buddhist
literature IS that there is kino of a fundamental principle,
'1db maintains that no matter can serve as the substantial
cause for mind or consciousness. In other words, matter
cannot turn into mind, nor can a mind turn into matter,
although they right be intimately 1.ir*ed and one can give
rise to another, but one cannot turn into another.]
Fred: So what produces the generation of the space particle
itself? From what?
HHDL; Tibetan [So now it we were to trace the orig'.ns of
these space particles then there are two altern.tjves.
Either we will have to maintain that hese are uncaused in
the sense that they have no origins, or we will have t
accept some kind of infinite chain of causes,.]
Tibetan [So given that there are only tto alternativs's,
either we accept that they are uncausc'd .cr-- (translator
stops and consults HHDL)
Tibetan [Sorry. His Holiness was saying that there are
two alternatives. Either you accept tat. they are uncaLised,
or you Maintain that they have a cause. But within that,
within the S&cciid line of thought there are also two ways in
which you can unoerstand that they are caused, either by
accepting, positing some kind of original cause which is THE
cause and that cause you maintain as beino unr:ausecL being
iike something lke se.f-caused or a seir-created; or (-)u
ccept a posLtion which will allow you to maintain some kind
of inf.nte causation. Buddhists would go for the chirrJ
opton. (laughter) Although, because. comr'ared to the third
option, the first two options Igad to all sorts of logical
inconsistencies and leave a kind of an uncomfortable
feeling. So does the third option (laughter) but somehow,
His Holiness was saying that somehow the third option leaves
you feeling slightly less uncomfortable.) (laughter)
Tibetan 11r, &iddhit I terature when we talk about
investigating the nature of reality, one talks of four
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avenues of reasoning, four avenues of approaching,
undertaking that investigation of reality which takes into
account four laws of nature, one could say. One is--the four
laws--one is the law of nature which perhaps one could say
the physical laws or mathematical laws. And then you have
laws of interdependence, that cause dependence, dependence
on causes arid conditions, and then you have functional laws
that certain molecular structures of physical objects can
give rise to certain types of functions treat--and then the
fourth one is--3
Tibetan [The fourth one is the laws of inference, that
given certain--)
Tibetan [The fourth law is in fact the laws of inference
which allow you to draw inference from understanding based
on the first three laws, understanding of the laws of
nature, understanding of the laws of the interaction between
various objects understanding of the functional laws. Based
on these three laws thor, you can employ the Laws of
inference to draw inferences from observed prenomena. j
Tibetan [P.y natural laws, I mean things like the fact
that matter is matter, and consciousness is in the nature of
mere exoerience and mental. These are something which cannot
be logically explained. They are just facts of nature, one
could say, they are just nature.]
Tibetan [Sc when I was talking about mind not being,
becoming the substantial cause for matter and matter :n
turn not being the substantial cause for mind, I did not
rr,ean that mind cannot give rise to matter or rT,attey' cannot
give rise to mind Fcr itance, in the case of, wen we
talk of the human mind, the hLurian mino is a contingent
product of physiologcal structure of human body. So matter
CAN give "ise to mind and mind can give rise to matter. P.0
what I mean here is that one cannot turn into another.]
Tibetan [But at the same time one should not have the
misconception of mind as a sort ot an independent entity,
something which is totally separate arid can exist
independently of the body. That 'nd of misconception shouio
not be there too. 3
Tibetan [ecause when we talk of human mind or human
consciousness it cannot be conceived in isolation from the
human body which serves as the basis for its arisal, and
human mind and consciousness cannot he conceived otrier than
being a contingent fact of the physiological structures of
human oody. Therefore Buddhism denies the concept of an
eternal soul, something which is independent or inherent. 3
(HHDL chuckles.
P6: In the D:og Chen teachings you gave last year you stated
hat the fundamental mina of Clear Light is beg.nningless,
endless, Permanent and non-produced. it is not a tpe of
experience arising from causes and conditions.
HHD_: Hi. Diff.cult n,at.er. (Laughter) Not that. r-rr. Yes.. (?)

R6: But YOU then say that the present moment of fundamental
mind comes from the previous moment, or like you just said,
it may be that mind is not permanent and we don't hold an
eternal soul or permanent mind. How does one reconcile these
two different points of view in one's experience?
HHDL: Tibetan. [When we use the word, the term, permanence
we have to understand that there are tnree connotations in
the Buddhist context. One is permanence in the sense of
absolute. And then the other connotation of permanent is
that, something which is uncaused, something which is
unprociuced, something which is uncompounded, one could say,
a priori truth. So then the third connotation of permanence
is in terms of continuum, eternal, never-ending.]
Tibetan [So when the Clear Light is being described as
being permanent. it is being unoerstood in terms of the
third connotation, in terms of its never-ending continuum.
(HHDL, not translator:) Momentarily changing, but it
heginri:ng, its end, or continuity, is always there, not like
he other grosser level mind which due to certain factor, it
dEvelops. For example, the human mind, generally with the
human brain, the human body, it develops. At a certain time,
when the brain function cease, no more that mind. But then
the Clear Light is not like that. it always remains.
ibetari [So in that sense, unlike otrer gross levels of
mind like our sensory perceptions, Clear Light is ever
present and one could describe it as being the ultimate
nature or essence of all our conscious and cognitive mental
events, n,ental experiences. 3
Tibetan LFor instance, when huan senses, sense organs,
come into contact with external object-- like form, then it
ives rise to a sensory experience, which is cognitive,
mental, inner, and the fact that this inner faculty has this
nature of mere knowing and luminosity and is e::.periential,
tere must be a basis, there must be an essence whicr, can
ve rise to it. And that essence or th.t basis is the Clear
Light. 3
Hm. Tibetan. [And this facuty of Clear Ligit is also
the factor which connects the i ndi i duals, frocr. this life to
the next life, and it's on the basis Of that that the
Buddhist accepts the continuum of rebirth. And this will
also explain the Buddhist concept of re three realms of
existence: the desire realm of human and animals and the
form realms which are sort of more transcendental, and the
formless realm. And the formless realm is characterized as a
realm of existence where individuals exist only at the
mental level, where the individual is dcvoid of, or freed
of, any gross physical properties as something which has any
resistant property. So that realm of existence cars be
understood only at the mental level. 3
H. Tbetan?) L)c you get the point? (Iughter) One way,
:e says permanent, at the same time momentarily changing
therefore there is (Tibetan?)
gJ.

Alan: Your Holiness, I don't know when you have to leave,
but before you leave we did want to offer you a gift, and
there's a song that we would like to sing for you and you
can decide if there's time for more questions or--?
I4HDL: Hat. I think first let us meditate. Have a few, at
least three, minutes of meditation, silent meditation. I
feel, two purposes: one simply to rer7uinU us of our main
practice accord:ng individual practice. Then another thing,
(Tibetan) the merits which we develop through our -(Tibetan) [the positive energies that we might have created
front today's gathering. So that, as a Buddhist monk who
believea the rebirth theory, I feel, I'm quite sure,
somewhere our late teacher, our friend is there, whether we
inediately recognize or not. Somewhee, he is there. Of
course. So the amount of virtue which we develop, that
dedicate to hii and further successful his mission or his
goal. So that's important.
Silence.
HHDL: (Brief Tibetan chanting.) Thank you.
Ella May: Vour Holiness we would be so honored if you would
come back to see us again when you come to the West. Indeed
ways and any time you can steer the
you're in our rear-tu
ocean of blss, the ocean of compassion, ths way we would
be so happy to be deluged by your presence.
Alan: So to finSri we would

like to offer you a gift and

then a song.
Singer: Holiness we have prepared two songs for you. The
first one is a prase for Tara, written by the first Dal. ai
Lama and translated by calen Mullen.
Song: 'I prostrate to
HHDL: Thank you.
Alan: We would liko to give you a gift.
ir.ger Could we sing this second song for you? It's a
long-life prayer on your behalf -- after the gift.
Carol dA: Your Holiness, Anthony revered this very highly.

Sorg

Dalai Lama, Dalai Lama— "

HHDL Thank you.

